
Hidral Gobel will present its accessibility solutions at the
Busworld Europe fair in Brussels

   Hidral Gobel will present its accessibility solutions in the 2023 edition of the Busworld
Europe fair that will take place in Brussels from the 7th to the 12th of October. 
   After a four-year hiatus, Busworld 2023 returns to the Brussels Expo exhibition centre
in a global meeting that will bring together in the European capital the main representatives
of the bus and coach sector. According to the participation figures provided by the event
organisers, a total of 500 exhibitors and 40,000 visitors from more than 130 countries will
attend.
   The Spanish company Hidral Gobel, with its factory in Lanciego, has more than 25 years
of experience in this industry and has established itself as an international benchmark
in the manufacture of systems for the access of people with reduced mobility to
public and private road transport. "Our appointment at Busworld is presented as a key
showcase for Hidral Gobel's progress and achievements, as well as a great opportunity
to highlight our innovative products, listen to other industry professionals, exchange
ideas and build connections that can catalyse future collaborations and developments in
the field of accessibility and inclusive mobility," said Fabio Sgardi, CEO of the company.
   Hidral Gobel's stand (9/928) has been conceived and designed so that visitors can learn
first-hand about the company's latest developments in a digital and interactive way. From
the models of the accessibility systems to the tactile screens that illustrate the
manufacturing process or the operation of the ramps for buses and lift, all of them
aimed to show the dedication of Hidral Gobel towards the creation of solutions that
guarantee the autonomy and safety of passengers with reduced mobility. 

Hidral Gobel affirms its commitment to promote universal accessibility

 In the last year, Hidral Gobel has focused its efforts especially on improving the travel
experience of passengers with reduced mobility in public and private road transport
through its accessibility systems, such as bus ramps and lifts. This commitment is
clearly reflected in the agreements established with ONCE Foundation, which has allowed
the company to understand in a deeper way the real challenges faced by people with
disabilities in their daily lives. For this reason, Hidral Gobel has drafted the "Manifesto
for an urban transport for all people" with the aim of promoting universal accessibility
and sustainable mobility. "Accessibility in public road transport has gone from being a
regulated right to a real task of awareness, commitment and transformation on the
part of manufacturers and companies within the sector", concluded Fabio Sgardi.


